Case Report

COVID-19 via intrauterine transmission in a critically ill preterm infant: A case report
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Abstract. A preterm infant was born emergently at 29 weeks gestation to a mother with active coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Clinical presentation and evaluation were consistent with in utero transmission of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The neonate experienced progressive, refractory respiratory failure and catastrophic intracranial hemorrhage which ultimately led to limitation of care.
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1. Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, resulting from infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), continues to cause widespread disease globally. Despite the total number of global COVID-19 cases now exceeding 601 million, data regarding maternal transmission to neonates remains limited. Historically, respiratory viruses similar to SARS-CoV-2 such as SARS-CoV or Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus are not easily transmitted in utero. Initially thought to rarely infect neonates [1], a growing number of case reports have described suspected congenital or intrapartum-acquired neonatal SARS-CoV-2 [2–19]. To date, documented infection in the very preterm infant (<32 weeks gestational age) represents an extremely small subset of reported cases; and each of those infants survived the neonatal period. Here we present the case of a premature infant born at 29 weeks with proposed in utero acquisition of SARS-CoV-2, outlining his clinical course and drawing attention to the potentially catastrophic effects of COVID-19 disease in the premature neonate.

2. Case report

A 29-year-old G1P0 mother presented at 29 1/7 weeks with cough in the setting of active COVID-19 infection and new onset vaginal bleeding with decreased fetal movement. Maternal history was significant for mild COVID-19 disease diagnosed five days prior. Maternal admission labs were significant for a positive SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT); negative SARS-CoV-2 IgG and coagulation studies consistent with disseminated intravascular coagulopathy (DIC). Her prenatal labs were unremarkable; her Group B streptococcal status was unknown. Maternal vital signs were normal but fetal monitoring was non-reassuring. An emergent Caesarean section delivery was performed due to suspected placental abruption after one dose of betamethasone one hour prior to delivery. Fetal heart
tones were in the range of 50–60 beats per minute (bpm) in the operating room. The amniotic fluid was clear; intraoperative findings were consistent with placental abruption. The placental pathology report revealed acute intervillitis with microab-
sciss formation as well as diffuse subchorionic fibrin deposition. The maternal surface was intact and there was no evidence of villitis, chorioamnionitis or funisitis. Neither placental tissue nor amniotic fluid were evaluated for SARS-CoV-2. Postoperatively the mother required multiple rounds of blood products for treatment of DIC. She required oxygen after delivery for less than 24 hours and was discharged home on post-operative day four.

The 1460-gram appropriate for gestational age male infant was initially afebrile with a heart rate of 40 bpm. Heart rate responded to positive pressure ventilation via Neopuff and with the return of spontaneous respirations, the infant was placed on nasal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)+5 and transported to the neonatal intensive care unit on a fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) of 0.35. APGAR scores were 1 at 1 minute of life and 8 at 5 minutes of life. Cord gases were 7.13/55/20/18/-11 (arterial) and 7.13/54/26/18/-11 (venous). Infant physical examination was notable for pallor and decreased capillary refill. He was escalated to nasal CPAP+6. Umbilical arterial and venous catheters were placed. The initial arterial blood gas was 7.17/43/56/16/-12 with a lactate of 8.9 and a glucose of 20, which resolved with the initiation of dextrose-containing fluids. His initial complete blood count (CBC) showed a white blood count (WBC) of 17,900/mm³ with 27% segmented neutrophils, 61% lymphocytes, and 10% monocytes, a hematocrit of 42% and a platelet count of 179,000/mm³. A blood culture was obtained, and empiric antibiotics were initiated. The admission chest X-ray showed extensive, diffuse ground glass opacities throughout both lungs (Fig. 1). Oxygen requirement gradually increased to 0.4; the infant was intubated and given surfactant at three hours of life. Over the next 24 hours, he received a second dose of surfactant and ventilatory support was weaned. He was extubated to CPAP+6 on day of life (DOL) 1 with a blood gas of 7.33/39/42/21/-5 and a FiO2 requirement of 0.23–0.30. However, his work of breathing quickly worsened and when his oxygen requirement reached the 0.60 s he was re-intubated and given a third dose of surfactant. He continued to ventilate well but his oxygen requirement remained labile and by DOL 3 he required a FiO2 of up to 0.55.

The metabolic acidosis noted on admission slowly resolved over the first three days. An initial brain ultrasound on DOL 1 showed possible bilateral grade 1 intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH). Echocardiogram (echo) obtained on DOL 2 showed normal cardiac anatomy and function as well as a patent foramen ovale and patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), both with left to right shunting. On DOL 2, the infant received his first of multiple packed red blood cell transfusions. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations and hospital protocol, the infant was tested for SARS-CoV-2 at 24 hours of life with a nasopharyngeal swab sent for NAAT, which was positive. On DOL 3, his metabolic acidosis acutely worsened. A CBC revealed a WBC of 5,700/mm³ with 59% segmented neutrophils, 31% lymphocytes, and 10% monocytes, a hematocrit of 35% and a platelet count of 179,000/mm³. A blood culture was sent and infant was restarted on empiric antibiotics. Repeat SARS-CoV-2 testing was sent on DOL 3; both nasopharyngeal swab and tracheal aspirates resulted as positive.

By DOL 4 the infant was stable on minimal conventional ventilatory support, ventilating well with FiO2 in 0.30 s. That day, his temperature began to increase and remained elevated thereafter. Over the next few days, his respiratory status began to deteriorate. A repeat echo was performed on DOL 5, which demonstrated no PDA and no evidence of significant pulmonary hypertension. On DOL 7, chest radiograph showed worsening granular parenchymal opacities (Fig. 1). The FiO2 requirement was up to 0.65–0.75 on mean airway pressures of 12–14 and ventilation was worsening; thus, the infant was converted to high-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV). By DOL 8 he was requiring up to 1.00 FiO2. Dexamethasone was started using the Dexamethasone: A Randomized Trial (DART) protocol (0.15 mg/kg/day, tapered over ten days). A third blood culture was collected, and empiric antibiotics were restarted. CBC revealed a WBC of 7,900/mm³ with 52% segmented neutrophils, 1% bands, 36% lymphocytes, and 11% monocytes, a hematocrit of 27% and a platelet count of 143,000/mm³. C-reactive protein (CRP) was <2.9 on DOL 9 and again on DOL 11. There appeared to be some mild improvement in respiratory status after the initiation of dexamethasone. However, on DOL 10 the infant developed a large pneumothorax requiring pigtail drain placement (Fig. 1). That same day, a brain ultrasound was performed showing right sided grade 4 IVH with large...
frontal-parietal hemorrhage, compression of right lateral ventricle with a left midline shift, with right temporal horn enlargement. The left side demonstrated grade 3 IVH with moderately enlarged lateral and third ventricles. Coagulation studies demonstrated a prothrombin time (PT) of 13.4 sec, an international normalized ratio (INR) of 1.03, fibrinogen level of 229 mg/dL, and a partial thromboplastin time (PTT) of 29.4 sec. The infant again tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on DOL 10 via nasopharyngeal swab.

On DOL 11, the infant remained on stable HFOV settings and FiO2 requirement of 0.70-0.80s after drainage of the pneumothorax. He was on day four of steroid treatment. SARS-CoV-2 IgG and IgM were sent, both of which later resulted as positive. The parents were updated about the brain imaging results and status; they requested a family meeting with the care team. On DOL 12, the infant had an increase in FiO2 requirement to 1.00 with saturations in the 70-90% range. The parents opted for redirection of care with withdrawal of support. Parents declined an autopsy.

3. Discussion

The potential for transmission of SARS-CoV-2 infection from mother to infant has been of great concern since the emergence of the pandemic. Early data from small populations suggested that the risk of infection in the neonate was negligible [1, 20]. Subsequent systematic reviews involving large numbers of mother-infant dyads found positivity rates in infants ranging from 1.6–5.7% [21–23]. More recently, a living systematic review and meta-analysis found that less than 2% of babies born to mothers with a diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 also test positive for SARS-CoV-2 [24]. When cases were limited to ante-
nal or intrapartum exposure to the virus, rates were found to be lower (1%). Data has shown that clinically, the vast majority of infants testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 do very well [13, 23, 25–28]. However, reports have emerged suggesting that some infants do indeed present with varying degrees of clinical disease, ranging from mild to severe.

Infection resulting in maternal viremia within 14 days of delivery presents a theoretical risk of intrauterine transmission via placental disruption or viral material reaching the amniotic fluid [29]. It became imperative to develop a system to describe such cases but identifying an international, standardized method of defining and categorizing of the timing of mother-to-infant transmission was a challenge. In February of 2021, the World Health Organization (WHO) published a scientific brief proposing such as system [30]. The WHO categories for transmission are based on suspected timing; in utero, intrapartum, and postnatal. Based on our patient’s fetal exposure and viral persistence/immune response, we classified the case as confirmed transmission (Fig. 2). With small deviations in timing, he had a positive reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) from a non-sterile sample (nasopharyngeal) at 27 hours of life (HOL) (not <24 HOL) and he also had a positive RT-PCR from a sterile sample (tracheal aspirate) at 70 HOL (just outside of the 24–48 HOL range). Of note, the infant had not been exposed to maternal breast milk. Mother also never had physical contact with the baby after birth.

Our patient did have positive serology for IgM sent at 12 days of life. Unfortunately, no testing was sent prior to seven days of life, a range put forth by the WHO as a criterion for possible in utero transmission.

The placental pathology report revealed acute intervillositis with microabcess formation as well as diffuse subchorionic fibrin deposition. Case reports have demonstrated both acute [31, 32] and chronic [31, 33] intervillositis in placentas of mothers with COVID-19. Similarly, the two reports demonstrating acute intervillositis also involved emergent Cesarean deliveries due to non-reassuring fetal heart rate and the mothers also had DIC [31, 32]. However, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of 699 placentas derived from women with SARS-CoV-2 infection suggested that the only associated pathologic placental finding was an increased prevalence of increased perivillous fibrin deposition [34].

To date, there is limited data on COVID-19 infection in the very preterm infant (<32 weeks gestational age). Cases reports have described infants 26–31 weeks at birth who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 (Table 1). Maternal disease in these cases ranged from asymptomatic to severe. Table 1 also includes data on two infants who did not test positive themselves, but maternal and placental sources were positive for SARS-CoV-2 and infant pathology was thought to be subsequent to maternal COVID-19 disease [11, 16]. Several of the infants testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 had clinical courses typical of prematurity. While some experienced complications unexpected for preterm infants, all of those who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 survived to discharge.

Complicating the assessment of the role that COVID-19 pneumonia played in our infant’s clinical course is the lack of antenatal steroid administration, which we know decreases the incidence/severity of respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) and mortality in preterm infants. Thus, we must consider the role that RDS alone, without the benefit of antenatal steroid administration in this case, certainly played in the severity of his respiratory course. While the infant did receive multiple doses of surfactant, we know that infants who received antenatal steroids respond better to surfactant treatment than infants who have not. Furthermore, lung injury resulting from mechanical ventilation at higher tidal volumes is decreased in lungs exposed to antenatal steroids. Therefore, we should also consider how significantly the lack of antenatal steroid administration affected his lungs’ ability to withstand the additional insult of COVID-19 pneumonia, given the assumption of ongoing surfactant inactivation in this scenario and the infant’s need for steadily increasing ventilatory support throughout his course. Maternal placental abruption along with fetal bradycardia also could have contributed to the severity of lung disease as there is an association between such complications and RDS. However, in our case the respiratory status was consistent with typical RDS up until deterioration on DOL 4, which also coincided with the onset of elevated temperatures in the setting of positive SARS-CoV-19 testing.

In consultation with our pediatric infectious disease colleagues, it was decided that at that time there was not sufficient evidence for use of remdesivir (RDV), an RNA dependent inhibitor of RNA polymerase in coronaviruses, in our very preterm neonate. Upon review of the subsequent literature, cases of use in infants in whom RDV treatment was well tolerated have been reported. Initially used in an infant with Ebola infection [35] more recently it has been given
Fig. 2. WHO Categorization of the timing of in utero transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-mother-to-child-transmission-2021.1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>(1) Maternal infection: Suspect, probable or confirmed case of SARS-CoV-2 infection anytime during pregnancy AND (2) in utero fetal SARS-CoV-2 exposure AND (3) SARS-CoV-2 persistence or immune response in the neonate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Confirmed    | (2) Evidence in utero fetal exposure  
- One or more of the following samples at age <24 hours positive for SARS-CoV-2:  
  - RT-PCR from sterile sample\(^1\)  
  - Placental tissue (RT-PCR or ISH)  
  - RT-PCR from non-sterile sample\(^2\)  
  - Serology (IgM or IgA)  

(3) Viral persistence/immune response  
- One or more of the following samples at age 24-48 hours positive for SARS-CoV-2:  
  - RT-PCR from sterile sample\(^1\)  

Possible  
- One or more of the following samples at age <24 hours positive for SARS-CoV-2:  
  - RT-PCR from sterile sample\(^1\)  
  - Placental tissue (RT-PCR, ISH, IHC or microscopy), placental swab RT-PCR  
  - RT-PCR from non-sterile sample\(^2\)  
  - Serology (IgM or IgA)  

All in utero fetal exposure tests (above) that were performed are negative for SARS-CoV-2  

Unlikely  
- One or more of the following samples at age <24 hours positive for SARS-CoV-2:  
  - RT-PCR sterile sample\(^1\)  
  - Placental tissue (RT-PCR, ISH, IHC or microscopy), placental swab RT-PCR  
  - RT-PCR from non-sterile sample\(^2\)  
  - Serology (IgM or IgA)  

Indeterminate  
- No in utero fetal exposure tests (above) performed  

IHC: immunohistochemistry; ISH: in-situ hybridization; RT-PCR= reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.

\(^1\) Sterile sample: amniotic fluid (sterile collection caesarean section prior to rupture of membranes or amniocentesis), neonatal blood (cord blood needs confirmation with peripheral blood or other sample), lower respiratory tract samples obtained by bronchoscopic or non-bronchoscopic bronchoalveolar lavage, bronchial or tracheal aspirate, or cerebrospinal fluid;  
\(^2\) Non-sterile sample: upper respiratory tract samples (e.g. naso- or oropharyngeal swab or aspirate) or other non-sterile samples (e.g. stool).

in cases of infants with COVID-19. In April 2022, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration expanded the approval of RDV to include pediatric patients 28 days of age and older weighing at least three
Table 1
COVID-19 infection in the very preterm infant (<32 weeks GA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maternal disease</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>ANS</th>
<th>Unexpected neonatal complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piersigilli 2020 HELLP syndrome</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No horse to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoenmakers 2020 Fetal distress</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng 2020 PROM, fetal distress</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Typical course until DOL 9; developed severe hypoxic respiratory failure requiring 100% FiO2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Lawama 2021 NR</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Typical course until DOL 9; developed severe hypoxic respiratory failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disse 2021 PROM Decreased fetal</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movement and NRFHT</td>
<td>and 32 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar 2021 Placental abruption</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Typical course until DOL 5; developed severe hypoxic respiratory failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng 2021 Preterm labor</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabiei 2021 Placental insufficiency</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One died on day 3 and another on day 13; deaths attributed to complications of prematurity; both tested negative. The surviving infant tested positive but no complications from COVID-19 disease.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANS, antenatal steroids; GA, gestational age; HELLP, hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count; PROM, preterm rupture of membranes; NR, not reported; RDS, respiratory distress syndrome; NRFHT, non-reassuring fetal heart tones.

kilograms. However, use in the premature neonatal population is still considered experimental. RDV has been used without adverse events in three former preterm neonates presenting with acute decompensation in the setting of COVID-19 infection [19, 36]. Only one of those infants was less than 28 days old and the youngest corrected gestational age was 35 2/7 weeks. All three went on to recover completely and were discharged home. None of the patients experienced any of the known RDV-related adverse drug reactions. However, it should be noted that all three infants were also treated with corticosteroids.

Early in the pandemic, corticosteroid use in the adult COVID-19 population was discouraged due to concern for decreasing the inflammatory response to viral infection noted previously with similar infections. Subsequently, steroids became a mainstay in the treatment of moderate to severe COVID-19 and are strongly recommended by the WHO [37]. However, the use of medications such as RDV and dexamethasone for treatment of COVID-19 in the pediatric and neonatal populations has been extrapolated from data in the adult population [38]. In adults, dexamethasone is only recommended for those with respiratory distress requiring oxygen or ventilatory support. Since our patient met those criteria and was quickly worsening from a respiratory standpoint, we made the choice to start dexamethasone therapy. We used the findings from the PREMILOC study to justify the use of early steroids in a premature infant [39], but chose dexamethasone instead of hydrocortisone due to the recommendations for adults.
4. Conclusion

Although rare, in utero transmission of SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to occur. Our case heightens the concern that this form of vertical transmission could worsen the morbidity and mortality in neonates, especially in the steroid-naive, preterm infant. Efforts at preventing COVID-19 infection in the pregnant population could play an unquestionably key role in preventing such outcomes. Future research into therapeutic interventions for the preterm infant with COVID-19 would also be of value.
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